Introduction {#sec1-2055668317752088}
============

Gait analysis can enhance the understanding of the kinematic and kinetic functions of an individual during walking. Accurate measurements of stance time and support-phase impulse are important components of this analysis. There are several tools available to measure ground reaction force (and thus impulse) dynamically, including force platforms and force instrumented treadmills. While force platforms are the gold standard in this area, they are not portable and generally cannot be used to evaluate multiple consecutive steps.^[@bibr1-2055668317752088][@bibr2-2055668317752088]--[@bibr3-2055668317752088]^ Alternatively, instrumented treadmills allow the measurement of multiple steps. However, treadmills can produce belt speed variations and may cause changes in the foot position during gait, which may make them unrepresentative of normal over-ground walking.^[@bibr4-2055668317752088],[@bibr5-2055668317752088]^

Nontethered, pressure-measuring insoles have been used as an alternative tool for gait analysis. These insoles are portable and can be used in various environments to measure multiple steps. Several pressure-measuring insole designs have been developed. For example, Lincoln et al.^[@bibr6-2055668317752088]^ used insoles with five sensors that used a light emitter and receiver that sensed the proximity of a reflective material to measure three-dimensional ground reaction force. The reported results on a single participant proved promising, achieving errors below 13% when compared to the force platform for the three ground reaction force components. Crea et al.^[@bibr7-2055668317752088]^ developed a pressure-measuring insole with 64 sensors outfitted with LEDs and light sensors. In this study, two participants were asked to walk over a force platform while wearing these insoles inside shoes. It was found that the force platform measured greater values, with a normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) of 80%. However, the two instruments had the same qualitative pattern of the force--time curves. Jacobs and Ferris^[@bibr8-2055668317752088]^ instrumented their custom insole with eight pneumatic bladders, each outfitted with a single sensor. The insoles were placed into shoes and six participants wore them while walking over a force platform. The results showed NRMSE values below 10%, leading to the conclusions that the insoles were capable of accurately measuring ground reaction force. Motha et al.^[@bibr9-2055668317752088]^ created a pressure-measuring insole that was based on the change of capacitance as a function of applied compression. They constructed an insole that was divided into three areas (hindfoot, midfoot, and forefoot) with one sensor in each area. Results indicated that this insole design was able to successfully measure applied pressure to determine force concentrations associated with changes in posture. These studies along with reviews of earlier research^[@bibr10-2055668317752088],[@bibr11-2055668317752088]^ have shown that pressure-measuring insoles, with few sensors are incapable of accurately measuring the total ground reaction force or center of pressure across the entire foot. Additionally, the results of these studies were limited by the custom construction of the insoles in many cases, which may limit generalizability and threaten external validity.

An alternative approach is to use commercial pressure-measuring insoles, which have a relatively large number of sensors, covering the entire plantar surface of the foot. The following is a brief review of relevant research in this area. Some researchers examined the mechanical characteristics of these insoles. Woodburn and Helliwell^[@bibr12-2055668317752088]^ examined small groups of four sensors on the F-Scan® insoles. This examination included the analysis of creep, hysteresis, and variability. The results showed errors in creep at 19% and hysteresis at 21%. At several instances, more than 10% variability between sensor groups was observed. Another examination of the F-Scan® insoles by Luo et al.^[@bibr13-2055668317752088]^ confirmed the results of Woodburn and Helliwell^[@bibr12-2055668317752088]^ showing that variation existed between sensors. The study also showed that variability increased as surface hardness and temperature increased, and as loading rate decreased.^[@bibr13-2055668317752088]^ To test the F-Scan® insoles, Nicolopoulos et al.^[@bibr14-2055668317752088]^ examined several calibration methods to determine if a certain calibration could improve the measurement accuracy. It was found that the accuracy of the F-Scan® system was highly dependent on calibration, hysteresis, preconditioning, bending, and shear loading which might limit their clinical applicability. Hsiao et al.^[@bibr15-2055668317752088]^ conducted a thorough investigation of the responses of the Pedar® and F-Scan® insole systems to multiple loading experiments using a bladder system that applied a wide range of pressure. Results showed that each insole performed best within a prescribed range of pressures, but when attempting to measure pressures outside this range, the error increased reaching up to 33.9%. A similar study by Giacomozzi^[@bibr16-2055668317752088]^ compared several insoles including AM Cube®, Medilogic®, Novel EMED®, and Tekscan Matscan®. These insoles, which used different sensor technologies, also exhibited different error magnitudes with Novel EMED® showing the smallest error. These conclusions were consistent when examining error due to hysteresis and creep. Price et al.^[@bibr17-2055668317752088]^ tested and compared the F-Scan®, Medilogic®, and Pedar® insoles using a pressure bladder. It was found that the Pedar® system displayed the lowest error. These reviewed experiments showed that the insoles experience hysteresis and drift. Additionally, calibration methods significantly affect the results of these insoles.

Researchers have also validated the insoles during walking. Chen and Bates^[@bibr18-2055668317752088]^ examined the F-scan® insole by having 30 male participants wear them inside a standardized laboratory shoe while walking over a force platform. The authors compared the magnitude and temporal value of the vertical component first peak force, minimum force, and the second peak force for both instruments. It was found that the force values between the two instruments were not significantly different. There was, however, a significant delay in the temporal values of the variables. Barnett et al.^[@bibr19-2055668317752088]^ tested the Pedar® pressure-measuring insoles, both inside shoes and taped to the foot to represent a barefoot condition. Both shod and barefoot conditions were tested with five participants who walked over a force platform. The results showed minimal differences in stance time but the insoles measured force values significantly lesser than the force platform results. Morin et al.^[@bibr20-2055668317752088]^ working with the F-Scan® insoles showed that the insoles underreported the vertical ground reaction force by an average of 30.15% when compared to a force platform. A similar experiment using Tekscan F-Scan® insoles in a barefoot condition was conducted by Ong and Wong.^[@bibr21-2055668317752088]^ This work showed a high correlation between the ground reaction forces and stance time measured by the force platform and insoles after applying extended calibration, which was designed to correct for the dynamic pressure distribution during the actual test by using the subject's weight to adjust the static calibration. To address the problem of insole calibration, Forner-Cordero et al.^[@bibr22-2055668317752088]^ used Pedar® insoles, force platforms, and a multiple camera system to estimate the force measured by the insoles using an inverse dynamics calculation. Using five participants, the calibration resulted in highly correlated results. Fong et al.^[@bibr23-2055668317752088]^ used Pedar® insoles with 10 participants who walked over a force platform. Data from five of the participants were used to calibrate the insoles using linear regressions. These regression results were then used to calculate the insole ground reaction force for the other participants. Results showed that ground reaction force can be estimated with an error of approximately 5% in the vertical direction. A shod experiment was conducted using Zebris® insoles where participants were asked to walk on an instrumented treadmill.^[@bibr24-2055668317752088]^ The results of this experiment showed no significant difference in the ground reaction force or stance time measured between the two instruments. Koch et al.^[@bibr25-2055668317752088]^ developed a custom calibration method by loading and unloading the insoles with weights in steps of 5 kg up to 80 kg. Each loading or unloading step lasted a total of 25 s. The results of this calibration process showed each insole responded with a different time-dependent creeping pattern and hysteresis. A regression equation was used to calculate the forces measured by the insoles worn inside the shoes of 15 healthy participants as they walked over a force platform. The results from the gait analysis showed that the insoles could measure vertical ground reaction forces and stance times, within the bounds of approximately 18% error.

These studies show that researchers have not agreed upon the ability of the insoles to accurately measure gait variables. However, these differences could be due to a difference among brands/sensor technologies or inconsistent calibration methods. It was shown that some of the tested insoles were affected by hysteresis and measurement drift. Many of these studies were conducted while the insoles were placed inside shoes, which could have decreased the measured ground reaction forces in comparison to similar barefoot measurements.^[@bibr26-2055668317752088]^ Elevated temperature and humidity within the shoe might have contributed to insole measurement errors.^[@bibr13-2055668317752088],[@bibr27-2055668317752088]^ The effect of the number of sensors on the accuracy of measurements was not considered in much of the previous research.

The focus of this work was to assess the ability of the Medilogic® insoles to accurately measure gait variables in comparison to the force platform measurements. These insoles (Medilogic®) were selected since they have a large number of sensors. The purposes of this study were to (1) determine the validity of pressure-measuring insoles for measuring stance time and impulse during walking using two calibration procedures, and (2) examine the effect of insole size on the observed results. Experiments were conducted while the participants walked barefoot. Two calibration processes were examined: the manufacturer's recommended calibration and a participant weight-based calibration.

Pressure-measuring insoles {#sec2-2055668317752088}
--------------------------

Medilogic® pressure-measuring insoles (Schönefeld, Germany) were used for all experiments. As shown in [Figure 1](#fig1-2055668317752088){ref-type="fig"}, each insole has a grid of sensors. The number of sensors ranges between 93 and 162 sensors as shown in [Table 1](#table1-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"}. The sensors, which are 0.75 cm × 1.5 cm rectangles, measure the change in electrical resistance, which is proportional to the pressure applied to these sensors.^[@bibr28-2055668317752088]^ Each sensor outputs the pressures in the normal direction to the contact surface in the form of a 0--255 digital scale. The manufacturer stated that 255 bits are equal to 64 N/cm^2^. It is recommended to use linear interpolation to convert the bit output to pressure based on these values. Figure 1.A Medilogic® left insole, size 43--44 (a) and its corresponding sensor map where each rectangle represents a single sensor (b). Table 1.Number of sensors per insole.Insole sizeNumber of sensors35--369337--3810739--4011641--4213043--4415145--46162

Methods {#sec3-2055668317752088}
=======

The objective of the experiment was to assess the ability of the Medilogic® pressure-measuring insoles to accurately measure temporal and kinetic variables during walking. More specifically, stance time and stance-phase impulse based on measuring the vertical component of the ground reaction force were examined. These dependent variables were measured over the entire support phase of gait. Since the force platform is the gold standard in force measurement, it was used as the reference measure.

Participants {#sec4-2055668317752088}
------------

A sample of 39 healthy, ambulatory adults (14 men, 25 women, 23.5 ± 3.24 yrs, 66.7 ± 17.5 kg, 1.64 ± 0.09 m) gave the institutionally approved written consent to participate (Protocol Number: 724468-4). The participant demographics are provided in [Table 2](#table2-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"}. After the age, height, and mass data were obtained, the participants were fitted with pairs of Medilogic® pressure-measuring insoles that best matched their foot sizes. If the participant's foot was between insole sizes, the larger size was chosen to ensure full coverage of the entire plantar surface. The insoles were placed inside thin socks provided by the researchers, next to the skin to simulate a barefoot walking scenario. Table 2.Participant demographics by insole size.Insole sizeGenderNumber of participantsAge (years) (Average ± std. dev.)Mass (kg) (Average ± std. dev.)Height (m) (Average ± std. dev.)35--36M0------F423.0 ± 3.155.5 ± 7.81.53 ± 0.0337--38M0------F1423.1 ± 1.354.8 ± 7.51.58 ± 0.0339--40M122.373.01.58F521.9 ± 1.960.0 ± 6.81.70 ± 0.0341--42M422.0 ± 1.469.8 ± 7.11.63 ± 0.06F221.9 ± 0.374.0 ± 11.01.69 ± 0.0143--44M627.4 ± 5.485.3 ± 10.31.71 ± 0.09F0------45--46M324.5 ± 2.8100.0 ± 21.31.77 ± 0.03F0------

Experimental protocol {#sec5-2055668317752088}
---------------------

After being fitted with insoles, the participants were asked to perform the following tasks: Sit on a chair and lift feet off the floor (3--5 cm) for 5 s, which allowed for the identification of a noise level generated by contact with the socks.Stand and remain stationary for 15 s.Sit again and lift feet off the floor (3--5 cm) for another 5 s.Stand and walk 5 m over two consecutively mounted force platforms (Kistler; Winterthur, Switzerland) using a nominally defined preferred speed (1.09 ± 0.17 m/s). The participants were asked to place only one foot on each platform to allow a direct comparison between the insole and the force platform measurements during each specific step ([Figure 2](#fig2-2055668317752088){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Exemplar participant stepping on each individual force platform while wearing the pressure-measuring insoles.

Each participant practiced these tasks at least twice until they felt comfortable. Since the participants wore the insoles for few minutes, it was deemed that the effects of the temperature and humidity on the insoles were negligible.

A successful trial was defined as the completion of all of the tasks listed (1--4) and having the entirety of each foot placed on the corresponding force platform. The above tasks were repeated until three successful trials were achieved for each participant. All insole sensor data were collected at 60 Hz (the maximum sampling frequency) while the force platform data were collected at 1000 Hz. This experimental procedure resulted in obtaining 117 data sets for each limb across all participants, for a total of 234 data sets. An exemplar time history of raw data (measured in bits) is given in [Figure 3](#fig3-2055668317752088){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 3.A typical set of raw output data of the insoles versus time.

Data processing {#sec6-2055668317752088}
---------------

Both insole and force platform data were filtered using a low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 1/8 of the sampling frequency of each instrument. This resulted in a cutoff frequency of 7.5 Hz for the insoles and 125 Hz for the force platform. The use of separate cutoff frequencies prevented overattenuation of the time--force data. The filtered insole data were normalized to baseline (zeroed) based on the average bit measurement of the insole during the first "feet in the air" task (Task 1 in the experimental protocol). Then, it was determined how many time instances, or the number of data points for each instrument, there were for each limb and trial. This allowed for calculations to be made for each time point.

Two calibration methods were applied to the sensor data. The first method was according to the manufacturer's suggested scaling factor of 255 bits equals 64 N/cm^2^. The digital readings of each sensor were transformed into forces and summed as follows $$F_{M,p,q,l,j} = \frac{64}{255}(\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}O_{i,j})a$$ where *F~M,p,q,l,j~* is the ground reaction force using the manufacture calibration in Newtons, *p* is the participant number, *q* is the trial number, *l* is the limb (left or right), *j* is the time instant number, *n* is the number of sensors on the insoles used by participant *p*; *O~i,j~* is the digital output of sensor *i* at instant *j*; and *a* is the area of the sensor.

The second calibration method was based on the digital output of the sensors while the participant was standing still during the second task of the experimental protocol and relating the digital output to the weight of the participant. This weight-based calibration had the potential of making the calibration factor adaptive for each participant. The weight-based calibration was performed using the following equation $$\mathit{CF}_{p,q,l} = \frac{W_{p}}{\frac{\sum\limits_{j = K}^{M}((\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}O_{i,j})a)}{M - K + 1}}$$ where *CF~p,q,l~* is the calibration factor based on the participant's weight, *W~p~* is the weight of participant *p*, *K* is the first data instance of the standing still task, and *M* is the last data instance of the standing still task.

This weight-based calibration factor was combined with the output of the sensors to obtain the vertical component of the ground reaction force, *F~W,p,q,l,j~*, during gait $$F_{W,p,q,l,j} = \mathit{CF}_{p,q,l}(\sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}O_{i,j})a$$

The insole forces, based on the two calibration methods, were compared to the vertical component of the force platform ground reaction force, $F_{\mathit{FPp},q,l}$ since the insole sensors only measure pressure that is perpendicular to their surfaces. The insole and force platform force signals were normalized by dividing each by the weight of the participant.

To assess if the linear summation used was viable, a variability analysis was conducted. It was found that the variability of the sensor readings and thus, a linear summation of the sensors would produce little error. The results are included in Appendix 1.

Data analysis {#sec7-2055668317752088}
-------------

Two dependent variables were calculated based on the force--time histories: stance time and the support-phase impulse. Stance time represents the temporal characteristics of the gait while impulse was selected as it is a representative of the entire ground reaction force--time history.

An onset threshold of 15 N was applied to the force platform and insole force signals to determine the beginning and end of the stance phase.^[@bibr29-2055668317752088]^ Support-phase impulse was defined as the integral of the force signal over stance time. In this work, support-phase impulse was calculated using the trapezoidal rule.

Following Herzog et al.,^[@bibr30-2055668317752088]^ the two variables were normalized to percent differences as follows $$\mathit{STN}_{p,q,l} = 100(\frac{\mathit{ST}_{\mathit{IN}_{p,q,l}} - \mathit{ST}_{\mathit{FP}_{p,q,l}}}{\frac{1}{2}(\mathit{ST}_{\mathit{FP}_{p,q,l}} + \mathit{ST}_{\mathit{IN}_{p,q,l}})})$$ $$\begin{matrix}
\mathit{IMN}_{C,p,q,l} \\
{= 100(\frac{\int_{0}^{\mathit{ST}_{\mathit{IN}_{p,q,l}}}(\frac{F_{C,p,q,l}}{W_{p}})\mathit{dt} - \int_{0}^{\mathit{ST}_{\mathit{FP}_{p,q,l}}}(\frac{F_{\mathit{FPp},q,l}}{W_{p}})\mathit{dt}}{\frac{1}{2}(\int_{0}^{\mathit{ST}_{\mathit{FP}_{p,q,l}}}(\frac{F_{\mathit{FPp},q,l}}{W_{p}})\mathit{dt} + \int_{0}^{\mathit{ST}_{\mathit{IN}_{p,q,l}}}(\frac{F_{C,p,q,l}}{W_{p}})\mathit{dt})})} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where *STN* and *IMN* are the normalized stance time and gait impulse, respectively, and *C* is the calibration method used (manufacturer's recommendation or weight-based calibration). In these two equations, a negative result indicates that the insole value was smaller than the force platform and a positive value indicates the opposite.

Results {#sec8-2055668317752088}
=======

Normalized stance time and support-phase impulse values were calculated for all 234 data sets. These dependent variables were compared qualitatively and quantitatively based on insole sizes. In order to address the question of whether participant weight influenced insole calibration, a correlation study was conducted with the dependent variables and calibration methods.

Qualitative assessment {#sec9-2055668317752088}
----------------------

It was noted that the shapes of the insole force--time histories, based on either insole calibration methods, were qualitatively similar to the corresponding force platform curves in all cases. [Figure 4](#fig4-2055668317752088){ref-type="fig"} shows comparison of ground reaction force--time histories for force platforms and insoles with both calibration methods. In most cases, the stance time of the insoles was observed to be greater than that of the force platform ([Table 3](#table3-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"}). Figure 4.Typical force--time history measured by the force platform (solid black), the insole calibrated with the manufacturer's setting (dashed red), and the insole calibrated by the participant's weight (dotted blue). Three cases were observed when comparing the peaks of the curves based on the insole calibration method: (a) consistently overestimating, (b) consistently underestimating, or (c) mixed results. Table 3.Comparison of the stance time of the insoles with respect to the corresponding force platform values. Listed is the frequency of each behavior (N = 234).Insole sizesOverestimatingUnderestimatingAccurate35--36240037--38812139--40314141--42360043--44360045--461710

The insoles responded in a variety of ways to loading. Using the peak values of the force platform (rearfoot impact and forefoot contact) curves as reference, the insole curves were classified with respect to the force platform curves as consistently overestimating, consistently underestimating, or mixed results (one peak higher and one peak lower). These categorical results are given in [Table 4](#table4-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"} and shown using exemplar cases in [Figure 4](#fig4-2055668317752088){ref-type="fig"}. Table 4.Comparison of the force values of the ground reaction--time histories of the two calibration methods of the insoles with respect to the corresponding force platform data. Listed is the observed frequency of each behavior (N = 234).Calibration methodInsole sizeConsistent overestimatingConsistent underestimationMixedManufacturer35--36019537--380741039--40322241--42330343--44330345--461017Weight based35--36024037--38082239--40034241--42036043--44036045--460171

Quantitative assessment {#sec10-2055668317752088}
-----------------------

To achieve a better understanding of the effects of the calibration method on the output of the insoles, a quantitative analysis was conducted. We calculated the average and standard deviation of the normalized stance time and impulse values for each insole size. The results are summarized in [Tables 5](#table5-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"} and [6](#table6-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"} for stance time and support-phase impulse, respectively. Table 5.The average and standard deviation values of the normalized difference of stance time (*STN*) between the instruments by insole size.Insole sizeNumber of total participants*STN* (average ± std. dev.)35--3648.80 ± 4.9337--38145.88 ± 3.3039--4063.34 ± 3.5441--4264.62 ± 2.0543--4464.47 ± 1.7845--4637.23 ± 3.63All insoles395.48 ± 3.59 Table 6.The average and standard deviation values of the normalized difference of impulse (*IMN)* between the two calibration methods of the insoles and the force platforms by insole size.Insole sizeNumber of total participants*IMN* (average ± std. dev.)Manufacturer's calibrationWeight-based calibration35--364−13.61 ± 8.34−33.96 ± 5.9437--3814−26.23 ± 11.91−32.14 ± 8.4139--40621.67 ± 15.55−48.01 ± 14.6141--42622.39 ± 11.11−39.36 ± 11.2343--44614.98 ± 7.57−30.29 ± 6.8545--4637.05 ± 9.48−32.45 ± 9.34All insoles39−1.19 ± 24.13−35.62 ± 11.43

Pearson correlations were conducted between participant weight and each of the normalized dependent variables at the level of insole size. The results are summarized in [Table 7](#table7-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"}. The strength of the correlation was interpreted using the following definitions^[@bibr31-2055668317752088]^: coefficient values less than ± 0.3: negligible correlations;values between ± 0.3 and ± 0.5: weak correlations;values between ± 0.5 and ± 0.8: moderate correlations;values between ± 0.8 and ± 1.0 were deemed to be strong correlations. Table 7.Pearson correlation results for the dependent variables, *STN* and *IMN* participant weight for each insole size.Insole size*STN*IMNManufacturer's calibrationWeight-based calibration35--36−0.10−0.600.0437--38−0.1200.3139--400.12−0.210.0841--42−0.040.41−0.1043--44−0.18−0.16−0.2945--460.560.560.38All insoles−0.100.400.13

Discussion {#sec11-2055668317752088}
==========

The purposes of this study were to (1) determine the validity of pressure-measuring insoles for measuring stance time and impulse during walking using two calibration procedures, and (2) examine the effect of insole size on the observed results. In all cases, both calibration methods used on the insoles resulted in force--time histories that were qualitatively similar to the corresponding force platform curves, which confirmed the results of Ong and Wong.^[@bibr21-2055668317752088]^ The manufacturer's calibration underestimated the peaks of the time--ground reaction curves for the two smallest insole sizes while overestimated these peaks for the other insole sizes. The insole size 37 was on the boundary of the change between underestimation and overestimation, which most probably led to the high number of cases in the mixed category. The weight-based calibration consistently underestimated these peaks.

It was observed that the insoles estimated stance time with reasonable accuracy, defined as less than 10% deviation ([Table 5](#table5-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"}). The higher stance time average and standard deviation for the smallest and largest insole sizes may be due to the limited number of participants with these sizes who participated in the study. These differences were consistent with the observation of Ong and Wong,^[@bibr21-2055668317752088]^ Braun et al.,^[@bibr24-2055668317752088]^ and Koch et al.^[@bibr25-2055668317752088]^

It can be seen that the support-phase impulse values, based on either insole calibration method, were different from those calculated using the force platform ([Table 6](#table6-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"}). Consistent with the qualitative analysis, the results for the manufacturer's calibration were not consistent, with the smaller insoles overestimating the impulse. The weight-based calibration consistently underestimated the impulse. [Table 6](#table6-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"} shows that the manufacturer's calibration was consistently more accurate than the weight-based calibration for every insole size. [Table 6](#table6-2055668317752088){ref-type="table"} also shows that the standard deviations for both calibration methods were of the same order of magnitude. Thus, it is apparent that analyzing the data based on insole size may help explain the contrasting results of several studies, where Chen and Bates,^[@bibr18-2055668317752088]^ Ong and Wong,^[@bibr21-2055668317752088]^ and Braun et al.^[@bibr24-2055668317752088]^ reported matches between the force platform and insole data while Crea et al.,^[@bibr7-2055668317752088]^ Barnett et al.,^[@bibr19-2055668317752088]^ and Morin et al.^[@bibr20-2055668317752088]^ showed significant differences. These studies did not document the insole sizes. Correlations between dependent variables and participant weight showed negligible to weak correlations for individual insole sizes and combining all of the insole sizes, suggesting no effect of participant weight on outcome measures.

Other factors could have contributed to the insole measurement errors including the possible slippage of the insole within the participant's socks.^[@bibr7-2055668317752088]^ Also, the effects of velocity were not examined within this study. Future studies may consider examining these factors in addition to the effect of hysteresis, creep, and other mechanical properties that may influence the response and output of the insoles. These mechanical properties could be implemented with dynamic calibration processes, such as system identification modeling or utilizing an individualized weight mapping to determine a calibration factor, to create a more accurate insole result. Finally, further studies should compare the insoles and the force platform at similar sampling frequencies to allow a more direct comparison.

Conclusion {#sec12-2055668317752088}
==========

This study aimed to (1) determine the validity of Medilogic® pressure-measuring insoles in measuring stance time and support-phase impulse during barefoot walking using two different calibration methods and, (2) examine the effects of insole size on these two variables.

Comparison of the ground reaction force temporal curves measured by insoles to the corresponding force platform curves shows that the insoles can be used for qualitative assessment of gait. It was observed that when the manufacturer's calibration method was used, the smaller sizes overestimated the ground reaction force while the larger sizes underestimated the forces. However, weight-based calibration consistently underestimated the forces. Correlation results determined for the individual insole sizes and for a combination of the sizes suggested that participant weight was not a factor that influenced either the stance time or support-phase impulse.

The results indicate that the insoles measure slightly longer stance times but within 10% error. The support-phase impulse values exhibited larger error. The impulse results exhibited both size and calibration method dependencies.

It was therefore concluded that the two presented calibration methods of the Medilogic® insoles were not suitable for measurement of the support-phase impact. Future work should focus on identifying an appropriate calibration method that incorporates other factors including the material properties of the insoles.
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 {#sec21-2055668317752088}

The exemplar figures of variability analysis. The variability of the active sensors summed over an exemplar step is shown in [Figure 5](#fig5-2055668317752088){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that the variability is small. [Figure 6](#fig6-2055668317752088){ref-type="fig"} displays the variability analysis for the specific regions of the foot (an example of these regions is shown in [Figure 7](#fig7-2055668317752088){ref-type="fig"}). The region-specific exemplar curves of [Figure 6](#fig6-2055668317752088){ref-type="fig"} show the bits summed over a single step and the variability of those sensor values. The variability is small for each region.Figure 5.An exemplar curve of the sensors summed over a step and the corresponding standard deviation of those sensor bit values. This image shows that the variability in active sensors is small.Figure 6.A set of exemplar curves of the sensors summed over a step and the standard deviation of those sensor bit values. The sensors were divided into anatomical regions based on the sensor location on the insole. This image shows that the variability in active sensors is small for all regions, with the toes showing the largest standard deviation values. (a) Heel sensors, (b) midfoot sensors, (c) metatarsals 3--5 sensors, (d) metatarsals 1--2 sensors, (e) toes 3--5 sensors, and (f) toes 1--2 sensors.Figure 7.An example of an insole (size 37 EUR) with the sensors coded to each anatomical region. These regions were used to produce region-specific variability analyses.
